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Service Bulletin

Subject: ME/ MG Splash Shields
To: All FAS/ Customers
Market: AIC
Date: Sept 18th 2020

Garland ME (Next Generation Grill) Splash Shields
Based on customer feedback Garland have developed a splash shield for the ME & MG grills. The Splash Shield when
fitted to the rear of the grill helps to reduce cooking grease buildup on the rear back splash of the grill. The reduction
of grease in this area will help to reduce the time required for the daily cleaning tasks. These will be included as
standard on all new grill from September 2020, serial number 20091001XXXXX

The shields can be ordered using Part Number: 4604253 (1 per lane)
FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

REAR VIEW

SHIELD FITTED

The Splash Shield will be available as an accessory using
part number 460253. They are sold individually so you
will need to remember to order one per lane.
The shield is easily fitted and removed, and it can be
washed away from the grill with the UHC trays at the
end of the day as part of the restaurants daily cleaning
procedure.
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To fit the shield, you
need to locate the
slots on the rear of
the shaft

Locate the
fitting tabs on
the shield as
pointed to in

Holding the tab on
the front of the
shield lift the
shield and align it
with the slots on
the shaft tube

Now slide the
shield onto the
groves until it
reaches the
bottom

To remove the shield just reverse the procedure show above

Note:
•

If you are fitting or removing the shields on a hot grill,
please ensure you are wearing the correct PPE to avoid
burns from the hot surfaces.

•

If the shields become damaged, then they should be
replaced and not used.

For videos showing how to install and
remove the Splash Shields please scan
the below QR code: Go to Crew then
videos

Many Thanks

Brendan Daly
Garland Global Service manager
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